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When I open the file in my computer, it pops a notice that the file is corrupt (file_2_1_8.bin) I have now this message again. Pdf file I have tried to open the file
with every pdf viewer and also with Adobe Reader XI but nothing happens. A: I see a lot of people having issues with this file. I don't know why but I tried it by
a different method and it worked fine... Save this one to your desktop as a xlsx file. Change file extension to.xls and open it and you will see your data. I don't

know why it didn't work for you, but this is what I did and it worked.. Q: How does error detection works in Reed-Solomon code? I was reading up on Reed
Solomon codes at the wikipedia link given below Reed-Solomon codes In the calculation of r,g, the error field is first divided into some number of blocks of m

bits each and now the value of r is calculated. But I don't understand the algorithm in the explanation. Could anyone explain? A: The algorithm's starting point
is a standard secret sharing scheme, where $s$ shares are split into $t$ shares, such that $t$ satisfies $mt \le s$ bits. Now, the task is to choose $s$ shares in
such a way that, given any value of $r$ that is an integral multiple of $m$, there will be at least $t$ such shares among the chosen $s$ shares. One possible

way to achieve this is to select $s$ shares such that, for $r=rm_0$, there are at least $t$ shares that begin with $m_0$, or some other value with $m_0\le m$,
and where all the remaining $s-t$ shares begin with $0$. Once all the $s$ shares are chosen in this way, the following values are calculated: $r'=r\mod m$

$r''=r''\mod m$ If $r=rm_0$ then $d=\sum_{i=1}^m {r'' \choose i}$
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Perfection from the bottom up! Â .Evidence for inhibition of estrogen and thyroid hormone receptors in human breast cancer. Two distinct classes of nuclear
receptors for sex steroid hormones have been characterized: the estrogen receptor (ER) and the androgen receptor (AR). In this study we measured the levels
of estrogen receptors and thyroid hormone receptors in various human breast cancers. The estrogen receptor content was measured using the isotope dilution
technique (IDT). Whereas the androgen receptor content was determined by the charcoal plate assay (CPA). The number of ER and AR per cell was determined
by the IDT technique and by the binding capacity in the CPA. The total number of the ER was 3.15/cell in the IDT and 1.8 in the CPA and the number of the AR
was 2.0/cell in the IDT and 2.1 in the CPA. The ER/AR ratio was 0.79 (IDT) and 1.12 (CPA). Using specific antibodies to the ER or the AR we were able to inhibit

the binding of the receptor at the concentrations used in our study, thereby demonstrating that the effects we measured were of receptors as well as of
contaminants. Immunocytochemistry, performed with the same antibodies, showed that the anti ER did not crossreact with the other steroid hormone

receptors known at present. It is concluded that there are a large number of estrogen and androgen receptors per breast carcinoma cell. The role of the ER/AR
ratio in the biology of the tumor is discussed.Q: how to use map on list of object with map.reduce in mongoose? i am trying to do mongoose query on list of
objects with mapreduce. here's the mongoose schema let studentSchema = new mongoose.Schema({ name: { type: String, unique: true, }, level: { type:

Number, }, iCalendar: { type: String, }, }); here's the list of objects (iCalendar) i want to use in mapreduce [ { iCalendar: '2017-03-27' }, { iCalendar:
'2017-03-27' }, { iCalendar: '2017-03-27' }, { iCalendar
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